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2-in-1 XXL calibration board | for VW front camera

and multi-brand radar | Q.DAS

2-in-1 XXL calibration board with the pattern for calibrating front camera systems on VW Group vehicles. The newly

reworked version in combination with Q.DAS allows users to also calibrate radar systems on all vehicles that require an even

reflective service in front of the radar sensor. This enables radar calibration also on vehicles outside the VW Group.

Article number: 8 900 381 056

https://www.beissbarth-online.com


Description

2-in-1 XXL calibration board with the pattern for calibrating front camera systems on VW

Group vehicles. The newly reworked version in combination with Q.DAS allows users to

also calibrate radar systems on all vehicles that require an even reflective service in front of

the radar sensor. This enables radar calibration also on vehicles outside the VW Group.

Single and double radar systems can be calibrated in the lowest height position, without

any setup times or rotation of the target board. The height is infinitely adjustable to cover

both low positioned radar systems as well as high positioned camera systems with only

one calibration board.

The purchase of the XXL calibration board does not require any further ACC reflector

mirrors (8 900 381 150) for radar calibration! The required tilting positions are also

possible with the XXL calibration board.

Advantages:

Camera calibration for VW Group vehicles and multi-brand OEM radar calibration in one

No setup times, no rotation

For single and double radars

For passenger cars and transporter (very high transporters may only work in

combination with Q.DAS Pro)

Integrated tilting mechanism with 3 positions

High quality materials and finishing with flat surface guarantee

Note: Only in combination with the Q.DAS frame.
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